Analytic solutions are described for the geometry and travel time of infinite frequency rays through radially symmetric 1D Earth models characterized by an inner sphere where the velocity distribution is given by the function
, optionally surrounded by some number of spherical shells of constant velocity. The mathematical basis of the calculations is described, sample calculations are presented, and results are compared to the Taup Toolkit of Crotwell et al. (1999) .
These solutions are useful for evaluating the fidelity of sophisticated 3D travel time calculators and in situations where performance requirements preclude the use of more computationally intensive calculators. 
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INTRODUCTION
The geometry of ray paths through realistic Earth models can be extremely complex due to the vertical and lateral heterogeneity of the velocity distribution within the models. Calculation of high fidelity ray paths and travel times through these models generally involves sophisticated algorithms that require significant assumptions and approximations. To test such algorithms it is desirable to have available analytic solutions for the geometry and travel time of rays through simpler velocity distributions against which the more complex algorithms can be compared. Also, in situations where computational performance requirements prohibit implementation of full 3D algorithms, it may be necessary to accept the accuracy limitations of analytic solutions in order to compute solutions that satisfy those requirements.
In this paper, solutions are described for the geometry and travel time of infinite frequency rays through radially symmetric 1D Earth models characterized by an inner sphere where the velocity distribution is described by the function
, optionally surrounded by some number of spherical shells of constant velocity. If the surface of the inner sphere were to correspond with the Moho, then the computed rays correspond to PmP and Pn. The mathematical basis of the calculations is described, sample calculations are presented, and results are compared to the Taup Toolkit of Crotwell et al. (1999) .
It should be noted that most of the solutions presented are only quasi-analytic. Exact, closed form equations are derived but computation of solutions to specific problems generally require application of numerical integration or root finding techniques, which, while approximations, can be calculated to very high accuracy. Tolerances are set in the numerical algorithms such that computed travel time accuracies are better than 1 microsecond.
METHOD
Four scenarios are considered. First, we consider cases where both the source and receiver are located at the surface of the inner sphere, with no surrounding constant velocity shells. Second, the source and receiver are located at the surface of the outer-most of N constant velocity shells surrounding the inner sphere. The third and fourth scenarios we consider are similar to the second, only the source is located below the surface of the inner sphere, or within one of the constant velocity shells. The manner in which reflections are handled is described last.
Inner Sphere Only
Consider a source, S, and receiver, P 0 , located at the surface of a sphere of radius R 0 in which the velocity distribution is given by
, where r is radial distance from the center of the sphere (Figure 1a ). Given the angular distance from the source to the receiver, Δ, we wish to find the radius of the ray path as a function of angular distance from the receiver and the travel time from the source to the receiver, T. 
From the information provided, the following are true:
Given the velocity at the surface of the sphere, V 0 , and the velocity gradient with respect to radius at the surface of the sphere,
and
The ray path from the source to the receiver, r, is described by the arc of a circle with radius 1 ) 2 (  pB , (Bullen and Bolt, 1985) , where p is the ray parameter
and i is the incidence angle of the ray immediately below the surface of the sphere.
Applying the Law of Sines (Zwillinger, 2003) 
where δ 0 is the angular distance from the turning point of the ray to the surface of the sphere.
Since the angles of a triangle sum to π,
Combining these equations and eliminating θ, we find that
Applying the Law of Cosines (Zwillinger, 2003) in triangle ECP 0 , we can deduce that c, the vertical distance from the center of the Earth to the center of the circular arc that defines the ray path is
Applying the Law of Cosines in triangle E-C-r( δ ), we find that the radius of a point on the ray as function of angular distance from the turning point of the ray is
where δ is angular distance from the turning point of the ray.
The travel time from the turning point of the ray to the surface of the sphere, T 0 is given by
where ds is a small increment of the ray path. Given that
we can use the definition of the ray parameter, Equation 3, to find that
Equation 8 is substituted into Equation 11 and the integral is solved numerically.
Since the source and receiver are both located at the surface of the sphere the problem is symmetric about the turning point of the ray so
where δ S and δ P are the angular distances from the turning point of the ray to the source and receiver, respectively. The total travel time from the source to the receiver is
Constant Velocity Shells
A more complicated situation arises if we wish to also consider one or more constant velocity shells which surround the inner sphere described above (Figure 1b ). We are given N shells, each extending outward from radius R j-1 to radius R j , and each characterized by a constant velocity V j . The receiver is now located at P N , and P j ; j=0, N-1 represent points where the ray pierces subsurface interfaces. The source, S, like the receiver, is located at the surface of the N th shell. Note that in Figure 1b , only one constant velocity layer is shown (N=1).
In this case, the solutions for r( δ) and T as functions of source-receiver separation, Δ, are difficult but solutions in terms of ray parameter, p, are readily obtained. If Δ is known but p is not, then an appropriate root finding algorithm can be implemented that systematically varies an initial estimate of p until a solution is produced that matches the known Δ to some acceptable tolerance. Routine zbrent from Numerical Recipes in C++ (Press et al., 2002) works well for this purpose.
Given ray parameter, p, equations 3.66 and 3.68 in Lay and Wallace (1995) are integrated across each shell to obtain the horizontal offset of the ray and the travel time as it traverses the shell. The total horizontal offset across all N constant velocity shells is given by
and the total one-way travel time across the shells is given by
Given the ray parameter, p, we can apply Equation 7 to obtain a value for c, the distance from the center of the model to the center of the circular arc that describes the ray path. Then applying the Law of Sines to triangle ECP 0 (Figure 1b) , we find that
Since the source is located at the same radius as the receiver, P S    , the total distance from receiver to the source, Δ, is given by
and the total travel time, T, by
To find the radius of the ray at some distance from the turning point of the ray, r( δ), we use , we need to interpolate the radius of the ray at the appropriate distance. Consider triangle E-r(δ )-P j-1 illustrated in Figure 2 . E is the center of the model and P j-1 is the ray pierce point on interface j-1. From the definition of the ray parameter
Because the angles of a triangle sum to π, (20) and from the Law of Sines
Subsurface Sources
The solutions presented thus far have all assumed that the source and receiver are both located at the surface of the model. For subsurface sources these solutions need to be modified since now with S    . A root-finding algorithm such as zbrent (Press et al., 2002) is then implemented to find the value p that minimizes the difference between the calculated and known values of source radius.
After the optimal ray parameter, p, has been identified by the root-finder, the calculation of the total travel time depends on the source location. If the source is located in the inner sphere then the total travel time is given by
The integral in Equation 22 is added to the first two terms if the ray leaves the source in a downgoing direction ( 
where the first term represents the travel time from the surface of the inner sphere up to the receiver, the second term represents the travel time through the inner sphere, the summation represents the travel time through all the complete shells beneath the source and the last two terms represent the travel time from the source down to the bottom of the shell in which it resides.
The radius of the ray as a function of distance from the turning point, r( δ ), is still given by 
Reflections
In situations where the source resides in one of the constant velocity shells (Figure 1b) , and the source-receiver separation is less than some threshold value, Δ min , it will be impossible for energy from the source to be refracted into the inner sphere and still arrive at the receiver. This occurs when the ray parameter p exceeds a critical value p max given by
To evaluate Δ min we set max p p  and find the horizontal offset from the turning point of the ray to the source using
where k is the index of the shell in which the source resides.
Note that if the source resides at the surface of the model then . The first is to simply not return any solutions, thereby indicating that refraction into the inner sphere is not possible. Another option would be to compute and return solutions for rays that bottom in one of the outer shells. The option adopted here is to return solutions for the ray that reflects off the surface of the inner sphere since the travel times and slowness for this ray are continuous with the travel times for the refracted ray at min    . This is accomplished by using a root-finding technique to find the value of p such that
. Once the optimal value of p has been identified, the radius of the ray as a function of distance, r( δ), can be found using Equation 21 and the total travel time computed using Equation 23 with 0 0  T .
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
In the following sections, sample calculations are presented for each of 4 different situations. Travel times are believed to be accurate to the precision specified. 
Single Layer Model with Sources at the Surface
Two Layer Model with Sources at the Surface
Three Layer Model with Sources in Outer Shell
COMPARISON WITH TAUP
To verify that computed analytic solutions are correct, results were compared with travel times calculated using the Taup Toolkit software package (Crotwell et al., 1999) . A Taup Toolkit model was constructed with a 100 km thick crust consisting of two 50 km thick layers, the upper and lower crustal layers having velocities of 6 and 7 km/sec, respectively. The top of the mantle had a velocity of 8 km/sec and a velocity gradient of 0.003 sec -1
. The Taup Toolkit model file had velocities defined by the function 2 ) ( Br A r V   every 50 km from the Moho at 100 km depth to the outer core boundary at approximately 2900 km. Travel time curves were constructed using the Taup_Curve utility for source depths of 0, 25 and 150 km.
The differences between the Taup Toolkit travel times and those computed using the algorithm described in this document were less than 2.5 milliseconds for the distance range from 0º to 80 º. Taup Toolkit documentation states that the expected accuracy of Taup Toolkit travel times is approximately 10 milliseconds.
SUMMARY
Analytic solutions for the ray geometry and travel time for seismic rays through some simple velocity models have been derived and sample calculations presented. Results obtained using these solutions are compared to results obtained using the Taup Toolkit software package (Crotwell et al., 1999) . These solutions are useful for evaluating the fidelity of sophisticated 3D travel time calculators and in situations where performance requirements preclude the use of more computationally intensive calculators.
